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Using standard linear response relations, we derive the quantum limit on the sensitivity of agenericlinear-
response position detector, and the noise temperature of a generic linear amplifier. Particular emphasis is placed
on the detector’s effective temperature and damping effects; the former quantity directly determines the di-
mensionless power gain of the detector. Unlike the approach used in the seminal work of Caves[Phys. Rev. D
26 1817(1982)], the linear-response approach directly involves the noise properties of the detector, and allows
one to derive simple necessary and sufficient conditions for reaching the quantum limit. Our results have direct
relevance to recent experiments on nanoelectromechanical systems, and complement recent theoretical studies
of particular mesoscopic position detectors.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in the field of nanoelectromechanical
(NEMS) systems have renewed interest in the question of
quantum limited detection and amplification;1–8 several re-
cent experiments have even come close to achieving this
ideal limit.5,7 For position measurements, the quantum limit
corresponds to the maximum sensitivity allowed by quantum
mechanics of a weak, continuous measurement.9,10 For am-
plifiers, the quantum limit refers to the minimum amount of
noise that must be added by a high-gain linear amplifier to
the input signal.11,12Despite the fact that quantum constraints
on amplifiers have been studied and understood for quite
some time, there still seems to be some confusion in the
NEMS and mesoscopics communities as to the precise defi-
nition of the quantum limit, and on its origin. It has even
been conjectured that it may be possible to beat the quantum
limit using a weakly coupled, continuously measuring meso-
scopic detector.2 Much of the confusion here stems from the
fact that the seminal work on quantum limited amplification
by Caves11 uses a description that is difficult to apply di-
rectly to the mesoscopic detectors presently in use(i.e., a
single-electron transistor or quantum point contact).

In this paper, we approach the question of quantum lim-
ited detection and amplification using nothing more than
standard linear-response(Kubo) relations. This approach has
the advantage that itdirectly involves the noise properties of
the detector, and allows one to derive simple conditions that
a detector must satisfy in order to reach the quantum limit.
Achieving the quantum limit is seen to require a detector
with “ideal” noise properties, a requirement that many detec-
tors (e.g., a SET in the sequential tunneling regime13–15) fail
to meet. We demonstrate that the quantum limit for displace-
ment detection and amplification is analogous to the quan-
tum limit constraining quantum nondemolition(QND) mea-
surements of a qubit.13–20 This is despite the fact that in the
present problem, the detector-system coupling is not QND–
the coupling Hamiltonian does not commute with the Hamil-
tonian of the input system, and thus back-action force noise
results in additional output noise at later times. We place a
special emphasis on the effective temperature and damping
effects of the detector; in amplifier language, the latter cor-

responds to the amplifier’s input and output impedances. We
find that the detector’s effective temperature directly deter-
mines the dimensionless power gain of the detector, and also
constrains correlations between the detector’s intrinsic output
noise and back-action force noise. The approach presented
here sheds light on recent findings which show that the ef-
fects of an out-of-equilibrium detector on an oscillator can be
described via an effective damping coefficient and
temperature,1,4,6 we show that this is a generic feature of
weakly coupled linear response detectors.

Finally, turning to the specific case of position detection
of an oscillator, we find that to reach the quantum limit on
the displacement sensitivity with a large power gain, the
damping of the oscillator must be predominantly indepen-
dent of the detector. We also show that optimizing the dis-
placement sensitivity(the quantity measured in the experi-
ments of Refs. 5 and 7) is not the same as minimizing the
smallest detectable force.6 Note that linear-response con-
straints on position measurements were also considered
briefly by Averin in Ref. 16, though that work did not con-
sider the role of detector-dependent damping or the detec-
tor’s effective temperature, two crucial elements of the work
presented here.

II. BASICS

For definiteness, we start by considering the case of a
generic linear-response detector measuring the position of a
harmonic oscillator; the almost equivalent case of a generic
linear amplifier will be discussed in Sec. V. Our generic po-
sition detector has an input and output port, each of which is

characterized by an operator(F̂ and Î, respectively). The in-

put operatorF̂ is linearly coupled to the positionx̂ of the
oscillator

Hint = − AF̂ · x̂, s1d

whereA is the dimensionless coupling strength andA·F̂ is
nothing more than the back-action force associated with the

measurement. The expectation value of the output operatorÎ
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(e.g., current) responds to the motion of the oscillator; we
assume throughout that the coupling is weak enough that one
can use linear response, and thus we have

DkÎstdl = AE
−`

`

dt8lst − t8dkx̂st8dl, s2d

wherel is the detector gain given by the Kubo formula

lst − t8d = −
i

"
ust − t8dkfÎstd,F̂st8dgl. s3d

The expectation value here is over the(stationary) zero-
coupling density matrixr0 of the detector. Neither this state
nor the Hamiltonian of the detector need to be specified in
what follows.

A. Effective environment for oscillator

Turning to the oscillator, we assume that it is coupled both
to the detector and to an equilibrium Ohmic bath with tem-
perature Tbath. The bath models intrinsic(i.e., detector-
independent) dissipation of the oscillator. For a weak cou-
pling to the detectorsA→0d, one can calculate the oscillator
Keldysh Green functions using lowest-order-in-A perturba-
tion theory. One finds that at this level of approximation, the
full quantum dynamics of the oscillator is described by a
classical-looking Langevin equation(see Appendix A and
Ref. 20):

mẍstd = − mV2xstd − g0ẋstd − A2E dt8gst − t8dẋst8d + F0std

+ A ·Fstd. s4d

In this Langevin equation,xstd is a classically fluctuating
quantity, not an operator. Its average value, as determined
from Eq. (4), corresponds to the full quantum-mechanical
expectation of the operatorx̂std. Similarly, the noise inxstd
calculated from Eq.(4) corresponds precisely toS̄xstd
=khx̂std , x̂s0djl /2, the symmetrized noise in the quantum op-
erator x̂ (see Appendix A for the details of this correspon-
dence). Here,V is the renormalized frequency of the oscil-
lator, m its renormalized mass,g0 describes damping due to
the equilibrium bath, andF0std is the corresponding fluctu-
ating force. The spectrum of theF0 fluctuations are given by
the standard equilibrium relation

S̄F0
svd = g0"v cothS "v

2kBT
D . s5d

The remaining terms in Eq.(4) describe the influence of the
detector—A·Fstd is the random back-action force produced
by the detector, whileA2g describes damping due to the
detector. The spectrum of theFstd fluctuations is given by the
symmetrized force noise of the detector

S̄Fsvd ;
1

2
E

−`

`

dteivtkhF̂std,F̂s0djl s6d

while for gstd, one has

gsvd =
− Im lFsvd

v

;

ReE
0

`

dtkfF̂std,F̂s0dgleivt

"v

=
1

"

SFsvd − SFs− vd
2v

, s7d

wherelF is the linear response susceptibility describing the
response ofF to a change inx, andSFsvd is the(unsymme-
trized) detectorF-noise, calculated at zero coupling:

SFsvd =E
−`

`

dtkF̂stdF̂s0dleivt. s8d

Thus, though the detector is not assumed to be in equilib-
rium, by treating its coupling to the oscillator to lowest order,
we obtain a simple Langevin equation in which the detector
provides both damping and a fluctuating force. Note that in

general, the detector force noiseS̄Fsvd will not be related to
gsvd via the temperature, as would hold for an equilibrium
system[i.e., Eq.(5)]. However, for a given frequencyv we
can define the effective temperatureTeffsvd via

cothS "v

2kBTeffsvdD ;
SFsvd + SFs− vd
SFsvd − SFs− vd

. s9d

In the v→0 limit this reduces to

2kBTeff = U S̄F

g
U

v=0
. s10d

Note thatTeff is by no means equal to the physical tempera-
ture of the detector, nor does it correspond to the “noise
temperature” of the detector(see Sec. V); the effective tem-
perature only serves as a measure of the asymmetry of the
detector’s quantum noise. For example, it has been found for
SET and tunnel junction detectors thatkBTeff.eV, whereV
is the source-drain voltage of the detector.3,4,6

B. Detector output noise

Next, we link fluctuations in the position of the oscillator
to noise in the output of the detector. On a strictly classical
level, we would treat both the oscillator positionxstd and the
detector outputIstd as classically fluctuating quantities. Us-
ing the linearity of the detector’s response, we could then
write

dI totalsvd = dI0svd + Alsvd · dxsvd. s11d

The first term sdI0d describes the intrinsic(oscillator-
independent) fluctuations in the detector output, while the
second term corresponds to the amplified fluctuations of the
oscillator. These are in turn given by Eq.(4):
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dxsvd = − F 1/m

sv2 − V2d + ivV/QsvdGfF0svd + A ·Fsvdg

; − gsvdfF0svd + A ·Fsvdg, s12d

whereQsvd=mV / fg0+gsvdg is the oscillator quality factor.
It follows that the total noise in the detector output is given
classicallyby

SI,totsvd = SIsvd + ugsvdu2ulsvdu2fA4SFsvd + A2SF0
svdg

− 2A2 RefgsvdSIFsvdg. s13d

Here,SI, SF, andSIF are the(classical) detector noise corr-
elators calculated in the absence of any coupling to the os-
cillator.

To apply the classically derived Eq.(13) to our quantum
detector-plus-oscillator system, we interpretSI,tot as the total
symmetrized quantum-mechanical output noise of the detec-
tor, and simply substitute in the right-hand side the symme-

trized quantum-mechanical detector noise correlatorsS̄F, S̄I,

and S̄IF, defined as in Eq.(6). Though this may seem rather
ad hoc, one can easily demonstrate that Eq.(13) thus inter-
preted would be completely rigorous, quantum mechanically,
if the detector correlation functions obeyed Wick’s theorem.
Thus, quantum corrections to Eq.(13) will arise from the
non-Gaussian nature of the detector noise correlators. We
expect from the central limit theorem that such corrections
will be small in the relevant limit wherev is much smaller
that the typical detector frequency,kBTeff /", and neglect
these corrections in what follows. Note that the validity of
Eq. (13) for a specific model of a tunnel junction position
detector has been verified in Ref. 21.

C. Quantum constraint on detector noise

We turn now to the fundamental constraint on the detector
noise correlators and gainl which, in the present approach,
serves as the basis of the quantum limit. We have

S̄IsvdS̄Fsvd ù
"2

4
hReflsvd − l8svdgj2 + fReS̄IFsvdg2.

s14d

Here,l8 is the reverse gain of the detector(i.e., the gain in
an experiment where we couplex to I and attempt to mea-
sureF). Equation(14) tells us that if our detector has gain
and no positive feedbacksRel ·Rel8ø0d, then it must have
a minimum amount of back-action and output noise. This
equation was proved rigorously in Ref. 18 forv=0 using a
Schwartz inequality; the proof given there may be straight-
forwardly generalized to finitev if one now uses
symmetrized-in-frequency noise correlators. Note that al-
most all mesoscopic detectors that have been studied in de-
tail (i.e., a SET or generalized quantum point contact) have
been found to havel8=0.18

We now define a quantum-limited detector at frequencyv
as having a minimal amount of noise atv, that is, it satisfies

S̄IsvdS̄Fsvd =
"2

4
hReflsvdgj2 + fReS̄IFsvdg2. s15d

This is the same condition that arose in the study of
quantum-limited qubit detection,18,19 with the exception that

in that case, one also required that ReS̄IF =0. We will show
that Eq.(15) must indeed be satisfied in order to achieve the
quantum limit on position sensitivity, or the quantum limit on
the noise temperature of an amplifier.

As discussed in Ref. 18, having a quantum-limited detec-
tor [i.e., satisfying Eq.(15)] implies a tight connection be-
tween the input and output ports of the detector. Note first
that we may write each symmetrized noise correlators as a
sum over transitionsuil→ ufl, e.g.,

S̄Fsvd = p"o
i,f

ki ur0uilukf uFuilu2fdsEf − Ei + vd

+ dsEf − Ei − vdg, s16d

wherer0 is the stationary detector density matrix, andui / fl is
a detector eigenstate with energyEi/f. To achieve the “ideal
noise” condition of Eq.(15) at frequencyv, there must exist
a complex factora (having dimensionsfIg / fFg) such that

kf uI uil = akf uFuil s17d

for eachpair of initial and final statesuil, ufl contributing to

S̄Fsvd andS̄Isvd [cf. Eq. (16)]. Note that thisnot the same as
requiring Eq.(17) to hold for all possible statesuil andufl. In
Ref. 18, the requirement of Eq.(17) was further interpreted
as implying that there is no additional information regarding
the input signal that is available in the detector but not re-

vealed in its outputÎ.
For a quantum limited detector withl8=0, the coefficient

a in Eq. (17) can be found from

uasvdu2 = S̄Isvd/S̄Fsvd s18d

tanfargasvdg = −
" Relsvd/2

ReS̄IFsvd
. s19d

Thus, a nonvanishing gain implies that ImaÞ0. It then fol-

lows from Eq. (17) and the hermiticity ofÎ, F̂ that for a
quantum limited detector, the set of all initial statesuil con-
tributing to the noise has no overlap with the set of all final
statesufl. This immediately implies that a quantum-limited
detector cannot be in equilibrium.

D. Power gain

To be able to say that our detector truly amplifies the
motion of the oscillator, the power delivered by the detector
to a following amplifier must be much larger than the power
used to drive the oscillator—i.e., the detector must have a
dimensionless power gainGPsvd much larger than one. As
we now show, this requirement places further constraints on
the effective temperature and noise properties of the detector.

In what follows, we consider the simple(and usual) case
where there is no reverse gainl8=0. The power gainGPsvd
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of our generic position detector may be defined as follows.
Imagine first that we drive the oscillator with a force
FD cosvt; this will cause the output of our detectorkIstdl to
also oscillate at frequencyv. To optimally detect this signal
in the detector output, we further coupleI to a second oscil-

lator with natural frequencyv and positiony: Hint8 =BÎ ·ŷ.
The oscillations inI will now act as a driving force on the
auxiliary oscillatory. GPsvd is then defined as themaximum
ratio between the power provided to the output oscillatory
from the detector, versus the power fed into the input of the
amplifier. This ratio is maximized if there is no intrinsic(i.e.,
detector independent) damping of either the input or output
oscillators. The damping of of the input oscillator is then
completely given byA2g [see Eq.(7)], whereas the damping
of the output oscillatorB2gout is given by

goutsvd = −
Im lIsvd

v
;

ReE
0

`

dtkfÎstd, Îs0dgleivt

"v
. s20d

Using an overbar to denote a time average, we then have

GPsvd ;
Pout

Pin

=
B2goutsvd · ẏ2

A2gsvd · ẋ2
s21d

=
B2goutsvd
A2gsvd

FS v

vB2goutsvd
DfB ·Aulsvdu · ugsvduFextgG2

fvugsvduFextg2

=
ulsvdu2

v2goutsvd · gsvd
=

ulsvdu2

Im lFsvd · Im lIsvd
. s22d

Thus, the power gain is a simple dimensionless ratio formed
by the three different response coefficients characterizing the
detector. It is completely analogous to the power gain of a
voltage amplifier[see Eq.(48) of Sec. V].

Turning now to the important case of a quantum limited
detector, that is a detector satisfying the ideal noise condition
of Eq. (15), we find that the expression for the power gain
can be further simplified using Eq.(17). One finds

GPsvd =

sIm ad2cothS "v

2kBTeff
D + sRead2

uau2/4
. s23d

It thus follows that to haveGP@1, one needskBTeff@"v: a
large power gain implies a large effective detector tempera-
ture. In the largeGP limit, we have

GP . F Im a

uau
4kBTeff

"v
G2

. s24d

Finally, an additional consequence of the largeGPsvd,
large Teff limit is that the imaginary parts of the gainlsvd
and cross correlatorS̄IFsvd become negligible; they are sup-
pressed by the small factor"v /kBTeff. This is shown explic-
itly in Appendix B.

III. QUANTUM LIMIT ON ADDED DISPLACEMENT
NOISE

The sensitivity of a position detector is determined by the
added displacement noiseSxsvd, which is simply the total
detector contribution to the noise in the detector’s output,
referred back to the oscillator. It is this quantity which has
been probed in recent experiments,5,7 and which has a fun-
damental quantum constraint, as we derive below.

To defineSxsvd, we first introduceSx,totsvd, which is sim-
ply the total noise in the output of the detector[SI,totsvd, cf.
Eq. (13)] referred back to the oscillator

Sx,totsvd ;
SI,totsvd

A2l2 . s25d

We then separate out detector-dependent contributions to
Sx,totsvd from the intrinsic equilibrium fluctuations of the os-
cillator; the added displacement noiseSxsvd is defined as the
former quantity

Sx,totsvd ; Sxsvd +
g0

g0 + A2g
Sx,eqsv,Td, s26d

where

Sxsvd =
S̄I

ulu2A2 + A2ugsvdu2S̄F −
2Refl*g*svdS̄IFg

ulu2
, s27d

Sx,eqsv,Td = " cothS "v

2kBT
Df− Im gsvdg s28d

and where we have omitted writing thev dependence of the
noise correlators andl. Here,Sx,eqsv ,Td represents the equi-
librium fluctuations that would result ifall the damping were
due to the equilibrium bath; its contribution toSx,totsvd is
reduced, as only part of the damping results from the bath.

We now proceed to derive the quantum limit onSxsvd.
Examining Eq.(27) for Sxsvd, and ignoring for a moment the
detector-dependent damping of the oscillator, we see that the
first term (i.e., the intrinsic detector output noise referred
back to the detector input) is proportional to 1/A2, while the
second term(i.e., the back-action of the detector) scales as
A2. We would thus expectSxsvd to attain a minimum value at
an optimal choice of couplingA=Aopt, where both these
terms make equal contributions. Using the inequalityX2

+Y2ù2XY we see that this value serves as a lower bound on
Sx even in the presence of detector-dependent damping. De-
fining f=arggsvd, we thus have the bound

Sxsvd ù 2ugsvduFÎS̄IS̄F/ulu2 −
Refl*e−ifsvdS̄IFg

ulu2
G s29d

where the minimum value is achieved when

Aopt
2 =Î S̄Isvd

ulsvdgsvdu2S̄Fsvd
. s30d

In the case where the detector-dependent damping is negli-
gible, the RHS of this equation is independent ofA, and thus
Eq. (30) can be satisfied by simply tuning the coupling
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strengthA; in the more general case where there is detector-
dependent damping, the RHS is also a function ofA, and it
may no longer be possible to achieve Eq.(30) by simply
tuning A.

While Eq.(29) is certainly a bound on the added displace-
ment noiseSxsvd, it does not in itself represent the quantum
limit. Reaching the quantum limit requires more than simply
balancing the detector back-action and intrinsic output noises
[i.e., the first two terms in Eq.(27)]; one also needs a detec-
tor with ideal noise properties, that is a detector which satis-
fies Eq. (15) and thus the proportionality condition of Eq.
(17). Using the quantum noise constraint of Eq.(14) to fur-
ther boundSxsvd, we obtain

Sxsvd ù 2
ugsvdu

ulu FÎS" Rel

2
D2

+ sReS̄IFd2

−
Refl*e−ifsvdSIFg

ulu2 G . s31d

The minimum value ofSxsvd in Eq. (31) is now achieved
when one hasbothan optimal coupling[i.e., Eq.(30)] and a
quantum limited detector, that is one which satisfies Eq.(15).
Note again that an arbitrary detector will not satisfy the ideal
noise condition of Eq.(15).

Next, we consider the relevant case where our detector is
a good amplifier and has a power gainGPsvd@1 over the
width of the oscillator resonance. As discussed in Appendix
B, this implies that we may neglect the imaginary parts ofl

and S̄IF, as they are suppressed by"V /kBTeff!1. We then
have

Sxsvd ù 2ugsvduFÎS"

2
D2

+ S S̄IF

l
D2

−
cosffsvdgS̄IF

l
G .

s32d

Finally, as there is no further constraint onS̄IF /l, we can
minimize the expression over its value. The minimumSxsvd
is achieved for a detector whose cross-correlator satisfies

U S̄IFsvd
l

U
optimal

=
"

2
cotfsvd, s33d

with the minimum value being given by

uSxsvdumin = "uIm gsvdu = lim
T→0

Sx,eqsv,Td, s34d

whereSx,eqsv ,Td is the equilibrium contribution toSx,totsvd
defined in Eq.(28). Thus, in the limit of a large power gain,
we have that at each frequency, the minimum displacement
noise due to the detector is precisely equal to the noise aris-
ing from a zero temperature bath. This conclusion is irre-
spective of the strength of the intrinsic(detector-
independent) oscillator damping.

The result of Eq.(34) is essentially identical to the con-
clusion of Caves,11 who found that a high-gain amplifier
(modelled as a set of bosonic modes and a scattering matrix)
must add at least"v /2 of noise to an input signal at fre-
quencyv. Here, our input signal corresponds to the damped

oscillator, and the minimum value ofSxsvd in Eq. (34) cor-
responds precisely to the zero-point noise of the damped os-
cillator.

Though it reaches a similar conclusion, the linear-
response approach has several advantages over the approach
of Caves. First, we do not have to model our detector as a set
of bosonic modes and a scattering matrix, something that is
difficult to do for many mesoscopic detectors. More signifi-
cantly, the linear-response approach makes explicitly clear
what is needed to reach the quantum limit. We find that to
reach the quantum limit on the added displacement noise
Sxsvd, one needs

(i) A quantum limited detector, that is a detector which
satisfies the “ideal noise” condition of Eq.(15), and hence
the proportionality condition of Eq.(17).

(ii ) A coupling A which satisfies Eq.(30).
(iii ) A detector cross-correlatorS̄IF which satisfies Eq.

(33).
Note that condition(i) is identical to what is required for

quantum-limited detection of a qubit; it is rather demanding,
and requires that there is no “wasted” information about the
input signal in the detector which is not revealed in the
output.18 Also note that cotf changes quickly as a function

of frequency across the oscillator resonance, whereasS̄IF will
be roughly constant; condition(ii ) thus implies that it will
not be possible to achieve a minimalSxsvd across the entire
oscillator resonance. A more reasonable goal is to optimize
Sx at resonance,v=V. As gsVd is imaginary, Eq.(33) tells

us thatS̄IF should be zero. Assuming we have a quantum-
limited detector with a large power gainskBTeff@"Vd, the
remaining condition on the couplingA [Eq. (30)] may be
written as

Aopt
2 g

g0 + Aopt
2 g

= U Im a

a
U 1
ÎGPsVd

=
"V

4kBTeff
. s35d

As A2g is the detector-dependent damping of the oscillator,
we thus have that to achieve the quantum-limited value of
SxsVd with a large power gain, one needs the intrinsic damp-
ing of the oscillator to be much larger than the detector-
dependent damping. The detector-dependent damping must
be small enough to compensate the large effective tempera-
ture of the detector; if the bath temperature satisfies"V /kB
!Tbath!Teff, Eq. (35) implies that at the quantum limit, the
temperature of the oscillator will be given by

Tosc;
A2g ·Teff + g0 ·Tbath

A2g + g0
→ "V

4kB
+ Tbath. s36d

Thus, at the quantum limit and for largeTeff, the detector
raises the oscillator’s temperature by"V /4kB. As expected,
this additional heating is onlyhalf the zero point energy; in
contrast, the quantum-limited value ofSxsvd corresponds to
the full zero point result, as it also includes the contribution
of the intrinsic output noise of the detector.

Finally, we remark that if one did not assumekBTeff
@"V as is needed for a large power gain, we would have to

keep the imaginary parts ofl andS̄IF. One can show that for
kBTeff /"V→0, it is possible to have a perfect anti-
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correlation between the intrinsic detector output noisedI0
and the back-action forcedF, and thus haveSxsvd=0. Thus,
similar to the results of Caves,11 in the limit of unit power
gain (i.e., small detector effective temperature), there is no
quantum limit onSx, as perfect anticorrelations between the

two kinds of detector noise(i.e., in Î and F̂) are possible.

IV. QUANTUM LIMIT ON FORCE SENSITIVITY

In this section, we now ask a different question: what is
the smallest magnitude force acting on the oscillator that can
be detected with our displacement detector?6 This force sen-
sitivity is also subject to a quantum limit; as with the quan-
tum limit on Sxsvd, one again needs a quantum-limited de-
tector [i.e., one satisfying the ideal noise condition of Eq.
(15)] to reach the maximal sensitivity. However, the condi-
tions on the couplingA (i.e., the detector-dependent damp-
ing) are quite different than what is needed to optimize
Sxsv=Vd; in particular, one can reach the quantum limit on
the force sensitivity even if there is no intrinsic oscillator
damping.

We start by imagining that a forceFextstd=Dp·dstd acts on
our oscillator, producing a changeDIstd in the output of our
detector. The corresponding signal-to-noise ratio is defined
as6,9

S/N =E dv

2p

uDIsvdu2

SI,totsvd
= sDpd2E dv

2p

ulsvdgsvdu2

SI,totsvd
. s37d

In what follows, we make the reasonable assumption that the
detector noise correlators and gain are frequency indepen-
dent over the width of the oscillator resonance. We also take
the relevant limit of a large power gain(i.e., kBTeff@"V),
and assume a best-case scenario whereTbath=0 and where
the total oscillator quality factorQ@1. Using Eq.(13), one
finds that the maximalS/N is indeed obtained for a quantum-
limited detector[i.e., one satisfying Eq.(15)]:

S/N ø
2sDpd2

"mṼ
E

0

` dx

p

G

sx2 − 1d2 + G2s1 + L2xd
, s38d

where equality occurs for a quantum-limited detector. For
such a detector, we have

Ṽ2 = V2 − S 1

Qdet
DS4kBTeff

"V
DS Im a Rea

uau2 D , s39d

G = S 1

Qdet
DS4kBTeff

"V
DS Im a

uau
V

Ṽ
D2

, s40d

L2 = S g0

A2g
DS "Ṽ

4kBTeff
DS uau

Im a
D , s41d

whereQdet=mV / sA2gd is the quality factor corresponding to
the detector-dependent damping. It is clear from Eq.(38) that
the signal to noise ratio can be further maximized by having
both G!1 andL!1. This requires

g0

A2g
!

kBTeff

"V
! Qdet. s42d

If this condition is satisfied, it follows thatṼ.V, and we
have

S/N ø
sDpd2

"MV
. s43d

Demanding nowS/Nù1, we find that the minimum detect-
ableDp is Î"MV, Î2 times the zero point value. Note that
the requirement of Eq.(42) on the couplingA is very differ-
ent from what is needed to reach the quantum limit onSxsVd
[see Eq.(35)]. In the present case, it is possible to reach the
quantum limit on the force sensitivity even if the damping
from the detector dominatessA2g@g0d; in contrast, it is im-
possible to achieve the quantum limit onSxsVd in this re-
gime.

V. QUANTUM LIMIT ON THE NOISE TEMPERATURE OF
A VOLTAGE AMPLIFIER

In this final section, we generalize the discussion of the
previous sections to the case of a generic linear voltage am-
plifier (see, e.g., Ref. 12); the quantum limit on the noise
temperature of the amplifier is seen to be analogous to the
quantum limit on the added displacement noiseSxsvd.

As with the position detector, the voltage amplifier is

characterized by an input operatorQ̂ and an output operator

V̂; these play the role, respectively, ofF̂ and Î in the position

detector.V̂ represents the output voltage of the amplifier,

while Q̂ is the operator which couples to the input signal
vinstd via a coupling Hamiltonian

Hint = vinstd · Q̂. s44d

In more familiar terms,Ĩ in=−dQ̂/dt represents the current
flowing into the amplifier. We also assume that the output of

the amplifier(V̂) is connected to an external circuit via a term

Hint8 = qoutstd · V̂, s45d

where ĩout=dqout/dt is the current in the external circuit. In
what follows, we will use quantities defined in the previous

sections for a position detector, simply substituting inÎ → V̂

and F̂→Q̂.
Similar to the position detector, there are three response

coefficients for the amplifier: the voltage gain coefficientl
[see Eq.(3)], the Q-Q susceptibilitylQ which determines
damping at the input[see Eq.(7)], and theV-V susceptibility
lV which determines damping at the output[see Eq.(20)].
The diagonal susceptibilities determine the input and output
impedances:

Zinsvd = fivlQsvdg−1, s46d
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Zoutsvd =
lVsvd
− iv

, s47d

i.e., kĨ inlv=f1/Zinsvdgvinsvd and kVlv=Zoutsvdĩoutsvd, where
the subscriptv indicates the Fourier transform of a time-
dependent expectation value.

We will consider throughout this section the case of no
reverse gain,l8=0. We may then use Eq.(22) for the power
gain; it has the expected form

GP = l2 ReZin

ReZout
=

kVl2/ReZout

svind2/ReZin
. s48d

Finally, we may again define the effective temperature
Teffsvd of the amplifier via Eq.(9), and define a quantum-
limited amplifier as one which satisfies the ideal noise con-
dition of Eq.(15). For such an amplifier, the power gain will
again be determined by the effective temperature via Eq.
(23).

Turning to the noise, we introduceSv,totsvd, the total noise
at the output port of the amplifier referred back to the input.
Assuming the voltage source producing the input signalvin
has an impedanceZS and a temperatureTS@"v /kB, we may
write

Sv,totsvd = 2kBTs ReZSsvd + Svsvd. s49d

The first term is the equilibrium noise associated with the
signal source, while the second term is the total amplifier
contribution to the noise at the output port, referred back to
the input. Taking the limit of a large power gain(which

ensuresl, S̄VQ are real), we have[see Eq.(27) and Ref. 12]:

Svsvd =
S̄V

l2 + uZ̃u2fv2S̄Qg + 2 Im Z̃
fwS̄VQg

l
, s50d

Z̃ =
ZSZin

ZS+ Zin
, s51d

where for clarity, we have dropped thev dependence of the
noise correlators, gain, and impedances. The first term in Eq.
(50) represents the intrinsic output noise of the amplifier,
while the second term represents the back-action of the am-

plifier: fluctuations in the input currentÎ in=−dQ̂/dt lead to
fluctuations in the voltage drop across the parallel combina-
tion of the source impedanceZs and the input impedanceZin,
and hence in the signal going into the amplifier. The last term
in Eq. (50) represents correlations between these two sources
of noise. We see that the general form of Eq.(50) is com-
pletely analogous to that for the added displacement noise
Sxsvd of a displacement detector, see Eq.(27).

We are now ready to introduce the noise temperature of
our amplifier:TN is defined as the amount we must increase
the temperatureTS of the voltage source to account for the
noise added by the amplifier,22, i.e., we wish to rewrite Eq.
(49) as

Sv,totsvd ; 2kBsTS+ TNdReZssvd. s52d

In what follows, we assume thatuZsu ! uZinu, which means
thatZin drops out of Eq.(50); we will test the validity of this

assumption at the end. Using Eq.(50), and writing Zs
= uZsueif, we have immediately

2kBTN =
1

cosf
F S̄V

uZsul2 + uZsusv2S̄QdG + 2 tanf
vS̄VQ

l
.

s53d

To derive a bound onTN, we first perform the classical
step of optimizing over the the magnitude and phase of the
source impedanceZSsvd; this is in contrast to the optimiza-
tion of Sxsvd, where one would optimize over the strength of
the coupling. We find

kBTN ù vÎS̄VsvdS̄Qsvd − fS̄VQsvdg2

flsvdg2 , s54d

where the minimum is achieved for an optimal source im-
pedance satisfying

uZssvduopt =ÎS̄Vsvd/flsvdg2

v2S̄Qsvd
, s55d

usinfsvduopt = −
S̄VQsvd

ÎS̄VsvdS̄Qsvd
. s56d

As with the displacement sensitivity, simply performing a
classical optimization(here, over the choice of source im-
pedance) is not enough to reach the quantum limit onTN.
One also needs to have an amplifier which satisfies the ideal
noise condition of Eq.(15). Using this equation, we obtain
the final bound

kBTN ù
"v

2
, s57d

where the minimum corresponds to both having optimizedZs
and having an amplifier whose noise satisfies Eq.(15).

Finally, we need to test our initial assumption thatuZSu
! uZinu. Using the proportionality condition of Eq.(17) and
the fact that we are in the large power gain limit[GPsvd
@1], we find

U ZSsvd
ReZinsvd

U = U a

Im a
U "v

4kBTeff
=

1
ÎGPsvd

! 1. s58d

It follows that uZSu ! uZinu in the large power gain, large ef-
fective temperature regime of interest, and our neglect of
uZinu in Eq. (53) is justified. Eq.(58) is analogous to the case
of the displacement detector, where we found that reaching
the quantum limit on resonance required the detector-
dependent damping to be much weaker than the intrinsic
damping of the oscillator[see Eq.(35)].

Thus, similar to the situation of the displacement detector,
the linear response approach allows us both to derive rigor-
ously the quantum limit on the noise temperatureTN of an
amplifier, and to state conditions that must be met to reach
this limit. To reach the quantum-limited value ofTN with a
large power gain, one needsboth a tuned source impedance
ZS, and an amplifier which possesses ideal noise properties
[see Eqs.(15) and (17)].
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have derived the quantum limit on posi-
tion measurement of an oscillator by a generic linear re-
sponse detector, and on the noise temperature of a generic
linear amplifier. The approach used makes clear what must
be done to reach the quantum limit; in particular, one needs a
detector or amplifier satisfying the ideal noise constraint of
Eq. (15), a demanding condition which is not satisfied by
most detectors. Our treatment has emphasized both the
damping effects of the detector and its effective temperature
Teff; in particular, we have found that the requirement of a
large detector power gain translates into a requirement of a
large detector effective temperature.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF LANGEVIN EQUATION

In this Appendix, we prove that an oscillator weakly
coupled to an arbitrary out-of-equilibrium detector is de-
scribed by the Langevin equation given in Eq.(4), an equa-
tion which associates an effective temperature and damping
kernel to the detector; a similar perturbative approach for the
problem of a qubit coupled to a detector was considered by
Shnirmanet al. in Ref. 20

We start by defining the oscillator matrix Keldysh Green
function

Ǧstd = SGKstd GRstd
GAstd 0

D , sA1d

where GRst− t8d=−iust− t8dkfxstd ,xst8dgl, GAst− t8d= iust8− td
3kfxstd ,xst8dgl, andGKst− t8d=−ikhxstd ,xst8djl. At zero cou-
pling to the detectorsA=0d, the oscillator is only coupled to

the equilibrium bath, and thusǦ0 has the standard equilib-
rium form

Ǧ0svd =
"

m1− 2 Im g0svdcothS "v

2kBTbath
D g0svd

g0svd* 0
2 ,

sA2d

where

g0svd =
1

v2 − V2 + ivg0/m
sA3d

and whereg0 is the intrinsic damping coefficient, andTbath is
the bath temperature.

We next treat the effects of the coupling to the detector in

perturbation theory. LettingŠ denote the corresponding self-

energy, the Dyson equation forǦ has the form

fǦsvdg−1 = fǦ0svdg−1 − S 0 SAsvd
SRsvd SKsvd

D . sA4d

To lowest order inA, Šsvd is given by

Šsvd = A2Ďsvd sA5d

;
A2

"
E dteivtS 0 ius− tdkfF̂std,F̂s0dgl

− iustdkfF̂std,F̂s0dgl − ikhF̂std,F̂s0djl
D .

sA6d

Using this lowest-order self energy, Eq.(A4) yields

GRsvd =
"

msv2 − V2d − A2 ReDRsvd + ivfg0 + gsvdg
,

sA7d

GAsvd = fGRsvdg * , sA8d

GKsvd = − 2i Im GRsvd

3

g0 cothS "v

2kBTbath
D + gsvdcothS "v

2kBTeff
D

g0 + gsvd
,

sA9d

wheregsvd is given by Eq.(7), andTeffsvd is defined by Eq.
(9). The main effect of the real part of the retardedF Green
function DRsvd in Eq. (A7) is to renormalize the oscillator
frequencyV and massm; we simply incorporate these shifts
into the definition ofV andm in what follows.

If Teffsvd is frequency independent, then Eqs.(A7)–(A9)

for Ĝ corresponds exactly to an oscillator coupled to two
equilibrium baths with damping kernelsg0 and gsvd. The
correspondence to the Langevin equation(4) is then imme-
diate. In the more general case whereTeffsvd has a frequency
dependence, the correlatorsGRsvd and GKsvd are in exact
correspondence to what is found from the Langevin equation
Eq. (4): GKsvd corresponds to symmetrized noise calculated
from Eq. (4), while GRsvd corresponds to the response coef-
ficient of the oscillator calculated from Eq.(4). This again
proves the validity of using the Langevin equation(4) to
calculate the oscillator noise in the presence of the detector
to lowest order inA.

APPENDIX B: SUPPRESSION OF IMAGINARY PARTS

OF l AND S̄IQ

Defining SIFsvd=e−`
` dtkIstdFs0dl, one has the relations

"flsvd − l8svd * g = − ifSIFsvd − SIFs− vdg, sB1d

S̄IFsvd = 1
2fSIFsvd + SIFs− vd * g sB2d

which follow directly from the definitions ofS̄IF andl. As-
suming now that we have a quantum limited detector[i.e.,
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Eq. (15) is satisfied], a vanishing reverse gainsl8=0d, and
kBTeff@"v, we can use Eqs.(9) and(17) in conjunction with
the above equations to show

"lsvd = − gsvdf4kBTeffIm a + i2"V Reag, sB3d

S̄IFsvd = gsvdf2kBTeff Rea − i"V Im ag. sB4d

We see immediately that the imaginary parts ofl andS̄IF are
suppressed compared to the corresponding real parts by a
small factor"V /2kBTeff.
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